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1.0 Introduction and Summary  
1.1 This report has been prepared on behalf of Tarmac to review the submissions made 

recently by promoters of the Symondshyde proposals for a new settlement of 1,500 
homes.   This was itself prepared in response to the EX186C letter to the Council by 
the Inspector.  Two documents were submitted and have been reviewed:  
 

• EX202D Options for Achieving Critical Mass and Sustainability - Planning and 
Landscape Considerations Technical Paper [JB Planning Associates, June 2020]; 
and  

• EX202E Symondshyde New Village Public Transport Strategy [WSP, May 2020]. 
 

1.2 A key point that arises from EX202D is that bus service provision at Symondshyde is 
financially dependent on the Stanboroughbury (HAT1) development.  The report is 
predicated on the assumption that the travel generated by each development is 
counted in the bus patronage and revenue forecasting (also see EX202E 1.2, 2.1.3). 
 

1.3 The 'Summary' at p56 of EX202D states "Its symbiotic relationship with the 
development at North West Hatfield will further underpin the viability of these services" 
(emphasis added).  Whilst it is true that demand from North West Hatfield (a.k.a. 
Stanboroughbury) would improve the commercial performance of the bus service 
compared to a Symondshyde-only scenario, the relationship between the two 
development proposals creates a co-dependency between them in respect of bus 
service provision. 
 

1.4 Given that the outcome of either of these proposals is uncertain, any robust 
assessment of the sites should consider them being developed in isolation from one 
another.    
 

1.5 The build up of bus patronage is inconsistent with the Local Plan timescales.  There 
appears to be 400 units to be completed after the Plan period (EX202E 1.2.1, 2.4.2) 
but it seems these are included in the patronage forecasting (EX202E 2.5.4, Table 2.4) 
and thus in the financial appraisal (EX202E 2.6.10, Table 2.5). 
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1.6 There is reference to self-containment of trip making but the case for this being 
achieved at Symondshyde is considered weak given the proposed land-use mix 
(EX202E 1.4.2, 2.1.2). 
 

1.7 In summary, the aims of the strategy as set out in Section 2.2 are acceptable in 
principle, but:  

a) The detail of the service proposals are inconsistent with those aims and what is 
proposed in practice is significantly less in terms of destinations and times.  

b) Even with that lower level of service we consider the demand forecasts are over-
estimated.  

c) The costs are under-estimated both in terms of costs per vehicle and number of 
vehicles required.   

1.8 As a result, whilst the WSP report suggests the service will become self-supporting by 
year 13, with a total subsidy of c.£1m, a revised appraisal (following the detail set out 
below) suggests the service will never break even and will require significant and 
ongoing (c.£560k per annum) subsidy.    

1.9 This raises significant issues of soundness and delivery.   

1.10 Given that the strategy appears fundamental to the acceptability of the scheme to 
Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) as per EX184 and Appendix A of EX202E, that puts 
the overall soundness of an allocation here in doubt.   

1.11 The lack of significant works to Coopers Green Lane for traffic is predicated on the 
proposed development achieving high levels of non-car use.   In that regard EX184 
(extract attached at Appendix A) confirms that a new pedestrian cycle link will be 
provided on Coopers Green Lane.   Since that document (EX184) was agreed, the DfT 
have issued LTN1/20, which supports a step change in cycle infrastructure in 
particular. With reference to LTN/20 and given the nature of Coopers Green Lane, it is 
considered that the promoters should be required to demonstrate the detail of 
practically how those linkages will be provided either within highway land or without 
significant adverse environmental impact.    
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2.0 Current Bus Services 
2.1 EX202E refers to the proximity of bus services 366, 601 and 610 running close to the 

Symondshyde site.  However, examination of the current bus network confirms that:  

• #601 and #610 run along a section of Coopers Green Lane that is 1.3km from the 
site centre. 

• #366 does not run along Coopers Green Lane, though is indicated in Table 1.1 as 
being the case; Marford Road, which it does run along, is 1.2km from the site 
centre and across open fields with no proposed footway. 

2.2 The distances for these services from the site are not shown on Figure 1, but it is clear 
they are remote and inaccessible.   

3.0 Proposed Bus Service Strategy 
3.1 The overall strategy refers back to the March 2020 MOU with HCC (EX184).  There are 

a number of inconsistencies in the documents, for example:  

• Walk Distance to Stops: EX202E states that the maximum would be 400m 
(2.2.9) whereas EX202D states that it would be 330m (p53).  

• Bus Priority Access: it is stated in EXE202E that "Bus priority will be considered, 
..." but this is not a firm commitment to provide such priority (2.2.10). 

• Bus Service Contribution: EX202E states that GCE would make a contribution 
to the cost of additional buses for a fixed period (2.2.10), whereas EX202D 
states that funding could continue indefinitely (p53). 

• Bus Service Frequency: EX202 states that “The bus strategy would also seek 
to increase the frequency of key services to every 20 minutes" (2.2.10).  If this 
means the frequency of existing services will be increased, there is no provision 
for this in the bus service proposal and financial appraisal (Section 2.6). 

3.2 In terms of new services, it is implied by the bus routes presented in Figure 5 and the 
stop locations presented in Figure 3 that two new bus services will be provided within 
the combined Stanboroughbury and Symondshyde developments:  

• a “Blue” service running between Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City via 
Stanboroughbury; and  
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• a “Red” service serving Symondshyde from Stanboroughbury, which we interpret 
would run to Hatfield on a common line-of-route to the “Blue” service.  

 

3.3 Provision of both these services would accord with a strategy of providing bus access 
to a wide range of local destinations and facilities (2.2.12, 2.2.13), but it seems that 
the bus service costing does not allow for both services. 

3.4 There is a statement that service 601 could be diverted or extended to serve NW 
Hatfield (aka Stanboroughbury). While this seems feasible, no routeing diagram is 
presented. 

3.5 There is a statement that service 366 could be extended or diverted to serve 
Symondshyde. Diversion would be a lengthy detour off the line-of-route between Luton 
and Welwyn Garden City; and extension from the service's current terminus at Garden 
Avenue, South Hatfield, would result in a very indirect routeing between Symondshyde 
and Hatfield town centre. Again, no routeing diagram is provided.  

4.0 Proposed Bus Service  
4.1 EX202E alludes to the provision of an on-demand service using smaller vehicles and 

new technologies in place of the current fixed-route fixed-schedule type of service but 
the actual service proposal seems to be a conventional fixed route and schedule service 
(2.4.3).  

4.2 It is stated that this would serve either Welwyn GC or Hatfield (ibid.), whereas the 
public transport strategy statement alludes to comprehensive public transport 
connectivity.   

4.3 It is stated that the core bus route would be approximately 10km long (ibid.), but DTA  
measure it at approximately 15km for a route to Hatfield only.  This is significantly 
longer than WSP assume and the Outbound + Inbound bus running time would 
therefore be ~45 minutes, not 30 minutes as assumed.  Allowing for end-of-route 
layover time and punctuality recovery time, a round trip journey time of at least 50 
minutes should be allowed. 

4.4 The bus deployment requirement for a service to Hatfield only would be: 30-minute 
interval => 2 buses; 20-minute interval => 3 buses; 15-minute interval => 4 buses.  
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5.0 Forecast Bus Patronage 

5.1 Mode shares (forecast bus usage) are presented for Commuting travel to work only 
for the Census MSOA WH002; there is no attempt to estimate mode share for other 
journey purposes (2.5.2, Table 2.1), except for Education trips.  The National Travel 
Survey tables show that bus mode share is lower for every other journey purpose and 
therefore the overall demand has been over-estimated.   

5.2 In respect of trip destinations, it is stated that serving Hatfield and Welwyn Garden 
City are both important for achieving bus patronage but the proposed bus service 
operating resources appear to allow for a service to one of the towns only (2.5.3 bullet 
point 1, 2.4.3). 

5.3 WSP apply a further addition for Mode shift: "... an allowance has been made for a 
future transfer of 10 percent of car trips to bus” (2.5.3 bullet point 2).  This implies a 
bus mode share of 10.4%, i.e. from Table 2.1, 3% + 0.10 * (69% + 5%). This is not 
realistic and is three times greater than the bus mode share for 'Urban City and Town' 
areas across England which is 3.4% and greater even than for 'Urban Conurbation' 
areas which is 8.4%, even though the bus service provision in such other areas is in 
many cases very much better than that proposed for Stanboroughbury and 
Symondshyde.  

6.0 Bus Patronage Forecast 

6.1 Forecasts are based on 3,250 dwellings, which seems to include the 400 dwellings 
assumed beyond the Plan period and thus which cannot be assured through this Local 
Plan.  

6.2 If the proposed developments achieved the 'Urban City and Town' bus mode share 
rather than that implied by the targeted mode shift from car journeys, bus patronage 
would be roundly one-third of that forecast, i.e. ~323,000 bus trips per year (969,000 
/3) (2.6.6, Table 2.4).  

7.0 Fares Revenue 

7.1 It is considered that the proposed tariff is unattainable (too low) in the context of 
integrated network ticketing which would set the wider price.   
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7.2 The fare revenue calculation has fully excluded concessionary pass users: this is not 
necessary because bus service operators are paid for carrying passengers under the 
English National Concessionary Travel Scheme, though at a reduced rate to take 
account of trip generation due to the zero fare.   

7.3 However, the implied average revenue per boarding of £1/passenger-boarding is about 
right or maybe a little low, taking account of the full passenger and ticket-type mix, 
including concessionary pass holders.  

8.0 Bus Operating Costs 

8.1 The proposed Service Specification is flawed because the operating periods proposed 
in Table 2.3 do not accord with the extent of modal shift from car to bus that is claimed 
in Section 2.5.   

8.2 There is no Working Weekday early morning service which is necessary for long-
distance commuters wanting to catch pre-peak trains, no Working Weekday or 
Saturday evening service after 10pm which is necessary for the leisure market, and no 
Sunday afternoon service after 5pm to serve town centre retail workers in shops that 
typically open 11-am-5pm.  

8.3 As an alternative the service periods should be: Working Weekday - 6am-11pm, 
Saturday 7am-11pm, and Sunday 9am-6pm.  

8.4 The proposed service intervals at 20-minute in core service periods and 30-minute in 
non-core service periods are the minimum to attract modal shift from car; stepping up 
to 15-minute and 20-minute intervals respectively as proposed is appropriate.  

9.0 Annual Operating Cost per Bus 

9.1 This is quoted as being £160k per year (2.6.1).  This is realistic for a single bus 
deployed for the core operating period, i.e. Working Weekdays 7am-7pm plus 
Saturdays 8am-6pm.  

9.2 Extending the deployment of a bus to include Working Weekdays early 6-7am and 
evening 7-11pm, Saturdays early 7-8am and evening 6-11pm, Sundays and Bank 
Holidays exc. Xmas Day 9am-6pm increases the annual deployment cost by roundly 
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£69k per year (2,162 bus-hours * £32/hour marginal deployment cost ), thus total 
resulting in a total annual cost of roundly £229k/year.  

9.3 Based on the timings assessed above it is considered that the report under-estimates 
the bus requirement: 

• Initial Service Phase: Core 20-minute interval - 3 buses deployed + Non-Core 30-
minute interval - 2 buses deployed, compared to claimed 1 bus in years 1-4. 

• Middle Service Phase: Core and Non-Core 20-minute interval - 3 buses deployed 
all day, compared to claimed 2 buses in years 5-7. 

• Later Service Phase: Core 15-minute interval - 4 buses deployed  + Non-Core 20-
minute interval - 3 buses deployed compared to claimed 3 buses in years 8-10, 
though 4 buses are shown for years 11-15. 

10.0 Financial Appraisal 

10.1 We have recreated Table 2.5 and prepared an alternative appraisal (Appendix B) as 
follows:  

• Test 1: re-production of WSP's appraisal in Table 2.5, service breaks even in Year 
13 and requires a total overall of subsidy of £946k. 

• Test 2: corrects all the assumptions set out above and shows the service will never 
break even and will require ongoing subsidy of over £560k per annum and a total 
subsidy of £9,409k. 
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MMTP for DTA Transportation

Birchall Garden Suburb: financial appraisal of the bus service for NW Hatfield and Symondshyde - WSP and MMTP Re-Appraisal

Version: 0

Date: 

By: TKH

Base: WSP, May 2020

Year

Annual 

Patronage 

Less 

Concessions

Revenue Frequency Annual Cost Subsidy / 

Surplus

Cum pa
Revenue per 

boarding: Total

0.327 £1.00 160

1 50 50 14,901 11,175 £11,175 20-30 min 1 £160,000 -£148,825 -£148,825

2 125 75 37,251 27,939 £27,939 20-30 min 1 £160,000 -£132,061 -£132,061

3 275 150 81,953 61,465 £61,465 20-30 min 1 £160,000 -£98,535 -£98,535

4 425 150 126,655 94,991 £94,991 20-30 min 1 £160,000 -£65,009 -£65,009

5 650 225 193,707 142,280 £142,280 20 min 2 £320,000 -£177,720 -£177,720

6 925 275 275,660 206,745 £206,745 20 min 2 £320,000 -£113,255 -£113,255

7 1,225 300 365,063 273,797 £273,797 20 min 2 £320,000 -£46,203 -£46,203

8 1,525 300 454,467 340,850 £340,850 15-20 min 3 £480,000 -£139,150 -£139,150

9 1,825 300 543,870 407,902 £407,902 15-20 min 3 £480,000 -£72,098 -£72,098

10 2,125 300 633,273 474,955 £474,955 15-20 min 3 £480,000 -£5,045 -£5,045

11 2,425 300 722,676 542,007 £542,007 15-20 min 4 £640,000 -£97,993 -£97,993

12 2,725 300 812,080 609,060 £609,060 15-20 min 4 £640,000 -£30,940 -£30,940

13 3,000 275 894,033 670,254 £670,254 15-20 min 4 £640,000 £30,254 £0

14 3,150 150 938,734 704,051 £704,051 15-20 min 4 £640,000 £64,051 £0

15 3,250 100 968,535 726,402 £726,402 15-20 min 4 £640,000 £86,402 £0

Total 3,250 -£946,127 -£1,126,834

Subsidy, 

surplus not 

recoverable

21/09/2020

Dwellings No. of Buses

Printed: 21/09/2020, 16:03 ¦ Page 1 of 2 BGS NWHatfield & Symondshyde BSrv FinApp WSP and Re-Appraised v0.xlsx  ¦ Sheet1
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Birchall Garden Suburb: financial appraisal of the bus service for NW Hatfield and Symondshyde - WSP and MMTP Re-Appraisal

Version: 0

Date: 

By: TKH

21/09/2020

Re-Appraisal: Corrected Bus Deployment from Year-1 + Bus Operating Cost including Non-Core Period + Reduced Bus Mode Share

Year

Annual 

Patronage 

Less 

Concessions

Revenue Frequency Annual Cost Subsidy / 

Surplus

Cum pa

Mode Share 

Adjustment - 

see note 1:

Nil deduction: 

see note 2. 

Revenue per 

boarding: All-Per

Core-

only Total

Cost/year: 

see note 3. 

0.327 £1.00 239 160

1 50 50 4,873 4,873 £4,873 20-30 min 2 1 3 £638,000 -£633,127 -£633,127

2 125 75 12,181 12,181 £12,181 20-30 min 2 1 3 £638,000 -£625,819 -£625,819

3 275 150 26,799 26,799 £26,799 20-30 min 2 1 3 £638,000 -£611,201 -£611,201

4 425 150 41,416 41,416 £41,416 20-30 min 2 1 3 £638,000 -£596,584 -£596,584

5 650 225 63,342 63,342 £63,342 20 min 3 0 3 £717,000 -£653,658 -£653,658

6 925 275 90,141 90,141 £90,141 20 min 3 0 3 £717,000 -£626,859 -£626,859

7 1,225 300 119,376 119,376 £119,376 20 min 3 0 3 £717,000 -£597,624 -£597,624

8 1,525 300 148,611 148,611 £148,611 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£728,389 -£728,389

9 1,825 300 177,845 177,845 £177,845 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£699,155 -£699,155

10 2,125 300 207,080 207,080 £207,080 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£669,920 -£669,920

11 2,425 300 236,315 236,315 £236,315 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£640,685 -£640,685

12 2,725 300 265,550 265,550 £265,550 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£611,450 -£611,450

13 3,000 275 292,349 292,349 £292,349 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£584,651 -£584,651

14 3,150 150 306,966 306,966 £306,966 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£570,034 -£570,034

15 3,250 100 316,711 316,711 £316,711 15-20 min 3 1 4 £877,000 -£560,289 -£560,289

Total 3,250 -£9,409,445 -£9,409,445

Notes: 

1: Bus Mode Share 3.4% in line with England 'Urban City and Town' from NTS2019 Table 9903, instead of WSP's implied 10.4% mode share. 

2: Full passenger volume retained as the Revenue per Boarding @ £1.00 is typical of the average allowing for Concessioary pass use. 

3: Bus Cost per Year: 'All Per' for buses deployed throughout the service day&week; 'Core-only' for buses deployed in Core Service Period. 

Subsidy, 

surplus not 

recoverable

Dwellings No. of Buses

Printed: 21/09/2020, 16:03 ¦ Page 2 of 2 BGS NWHatfield & Symondshyde BSrv FinApp WSP and Re-Appraised v0.xlsx  ¦ Sheet1




